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Security for your outdoor living area...
Crimsafe patio enclosures let you secure an
exterior area, and make it fly- and mosquitoproof. Crimsafe’s screen can reach from floor to
ceiling, and can be bent to form a roof or a
corner that completely encloses your patio or
deck space.
The enclosure is designed and built according to
your specific needs, and is not just assembled as
an off-the-shelf product.

Crimsafe’s Tensile Tuff mesh gives great visibility
while at the same time it filters UV light and lets in
the breezes of the season.
A secured patio looks great and eliminates the
need to put Crimsafe on doors and windows
overlooking the patio, saving you money. It’s a
great way to make the best room in the house - out
of the house.
More about patio enclosures overleaf...

Applications Increase security and enhance your
lifestyle.
• Secure your patio or outdoor living area.
• Can be a cost-effective room addition.
• Can be used between existing posts to create
an enclosure – no need to add new posts and
supports.
• Use it to provide a screened area in your
home, courtyard or backyard
• Can be used as a walkway cover for sports
fields or even jails
• Can be used to enclose and secure parking
areas
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Visit www.crimsafe.com.au

Only Crimsafe drives a screw
right through mesh and frame
– for unbeatable strength

